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Significance 
The building was designated a Structure of Merit on November 20, 2013. The City of 

Santa Barbara establishes historic significance as provided by the Municipal Code, Section 
22.22.040.  Any historic building that meets one or more of the eleven criteria (Criteria A 
through K) established for a City Landmark or a City Structure of Merit can be considered 
significant.  El Prado Inn, constructed in 1959 in the vernacular mid-century modern style, 
is significant as a Structure of Merit per the following criteria:  
 

Criterion A. The building’s character, 
interest or value as a significant part of the 
heritage of the City, the State or the Nation; 

Popular after World War II, motor inns 
were hotels designed for motorists, because 
they had a parking area for motor vehicles. 
Motor inns consisted of a single building of 
connected rooms whose doors faced a parking 
lot.  As the provincial highways and the United 
States highway system began to develop in the 
1920s, long-distance road journeys became 
more common, and the need for inexpensive, 
easily accessible overnight accommodation sited 
close to the main routes led to the growth of the 
motel concept.  Motor Inns peaked in popularity 
in the 1960s with rising car travel, only to decline in response to competition from the 
newer chain hotels which became common 
place at highway interchanges as traffic was 
bypassed onto newly constructed freeways.  As 
an intact example of a motor inn constructed in 
1959, El Prado Inn is significant part of the 
heritage of the City and meets criterion A. 
 

Criterion C. The building is associated 
with a person who contributed to the 
community; 

The building is significant for its 
association with Lester A. Girsh, an optometrist, 
real estate investor, and philanthropist in Santa 
Barbara.  Termed by the News-Press “The Man 
Who Owned State Street,” due to his 
construction of several buildings in addition to the El Prado Inn.  Therefore, the building’s 
association with Lester A. Girsh meets criterion C. 
 

Criterion D. Its exemplification of a particular architectural style or way of life 
important to the City, the State, or the Nation;  

Designed by Carl Madsen and Albert Dothee in 1959, El Prado Inn is significant as an 
intact representation of a vernacular form of the mid-century modern style, popular from 
the 1940s to the 1960s.  Noted by the rectangular walls and flat roofs with the 1950s 
design details of the canted balconies, pierced screens, open staircases, and over scale signs 
with jazzy script that were tacked on to satisfy popular taste for warmth and drama.  This 
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mid-century modern use of sculptural 
screens was modeled on Frank Lloyd 
Wright and other twentieth century 
modern designs in Los Angeles and 
New York.  In Santa Barbara, in the late 
1950s, there were a few examples of 
this use of screens within the mid-
century modern style, but many have 
been remodeled and  removed the 
1950s essence, making the El Prado 
one of the few remaining intact, mid- 
century modern designs in the State 
Street streetscape and it therefore 
meets criterion D. 
 

Criterion E. Its exemplification 
as the best remaining architectural type in its neighborhood; 

The building is the only example of the commercial vernacular offshoot of the mid-
century modern style along State Street.  Its dramatic presence is a physical reminder of 
the car-related architecture that developed after WWII.  Therefore, it is considered 
significant under criterion E as it exemplifies the best remaining mid-century modern 
vernacular in its neighborhood. 
 

Criterion G. Its embodiment of elements demonstrating outstanding attention to 
architectural design, detail, materials and craftsmanship;  

The character-defining features of the building are the pierced concrete screens, flat 
roof, canted balcony walls, open tread staircases, and jazzy script signs that demonstrate 
outstanding attention to architectural design, detail, and materials of the mid-century 
modern style of the 1950s, therefore meeting criterion G.   
 

Criterion I. Its unique location or singular physical characteristics representing 
an established and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood; 

The mid-century modern style of El Prado Inn and its exemplary façade anchored 
this block of West Arrellaga and State Streets since 1959, therefore it is eligible for listing 
under criterion I. 
 
Historic Integrity 

The El Prado Inn still retains its use as a hotel, the has integrity of its location, 
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling and association that allow it to convey its 
original appearance.  There have been no significant changes or additions to the structure, 
and its character-defining features remain in place. 
 
Recommendation 

Staff Recommends that the Historic Landmark Commission adopt a resolution to 
designate El Prado Inn as a Structure of Merit. 
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